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Secretary and the Argentine President that their staffs and the FM

would get together to work on a draft.

Vernon A. Walters

Ambassador at Large

91. Telegram From Secretary of State Haig to the Embassy in the

United Kingdom and the Department of State

1

Buenos Aires, April 11, 1982, 0645Z

Secto 5041. Subj: Message to Prime Minister Thatcher From Secre-

tary of State Haig.

1. Secret–Entire text.

2. You should deliver the following message to Prime Minister

Thatcher ASAP:
2

3. Begin text:

Dear Madame Prime Minister,

I have had lengthy and intensive discussions here, and I now expect

to arrive in London about 0630 a.m. Monday, April 12.

I will be prepared to talk to you whenever you wish about a draft

proposal and some additional ideas that have come out of our 12 hours

of meetings here.

In the meantime, I am sure you would agree that any military

confrontation must be avoided at all costs until you have been able to

consider this draft proposal.

1

Source: Reagan Library, Executive Secretariat, NSC Country File, Latin America/

Central, Argentina (04/11/1982–04/14/1982). Secret; Niact Immediate; Nodis. Printed

from a copy that was received in the White House Situation Room.

2

Haig’s message was delivered to 10 Downing Street at 1055Z, April 11. (Telegram

7899 from London, April 11; Reagan Library, Executive Secretariat, NSC Cable File,

Falkland File (04/11/1982) (2))
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Although it is clear serious problems remain; some progress has

been made. With warm regards, Al Haig.
3

End text.

Haig

3

In telegram 7902 from London, April 11, the Embassy transmitted Thatcher’s

response to Haig’s message. She stated: “I look forward to seeing you in London again

tomorrow and shall be glad to hold further discussions. I should certainly prefer to

avoid military confrontation. But Argentina is the aggressor, and is still trying to build

up the occupying force in the Falklands. The right way to prevent naval incidents is

therefore for Argentina to remove all her naval vessels from the maritime exclusion

zone. The Argentine Government has had plenty of warning. I am sure that you will

have impressed this point upon the Argentine leaders. But if there is any doubt in your

mind as to their intentions, you may wish to consider sending them a further immediate

message.” (Ibid.)

92. Telegram From Secretary of State Haig to the White House

1

Buenos Aires, April 11, 1982, 1124Z

Secto 5047. Please pass to President from the Secretary. Dept also

pass Secretary’s aircraft. Subject: Memorandum for the President.

1. (S)–Entire text.

2. I have concluded nearly twelve hours of gruelling and emotion-

filled talks with President Galtieri and his Foreign Minister,
2

amidst a

public mood approaching frenzy.

3. The proposals I introduced here were accepted in large part,

except with regard to the pivotal question of interim governing arrange-

ments (which we knew would be a problem) and Argentine insistence

on an early date certain for completion of negotiations on a final settle-

ment. These two issues will have to be resolved in order to trigger

Argentine withdrawal and thus avert war.

1

Source: Reagan Library, Executive Secretariat, NSC Country File, Latin America/

Central, Argentina (04/11/1982–04/14/1982). Secret; Niact Immediate; Nodis. Sent for

information Niact Immediate to the Department of State. Printed from a copy that was

received in the White House Situation Room.
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See Document 91.
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